
Feature set

ConfiForms. Data Entry Forms & Workflows plugin for Confluence feature set

Feature Status

Supports  and  formsembedded dialog YES

Custom layout for data forms (or standard if you want to start quickly) YES

Custom layouts for edits, partial edits, inline edits and individual edits of particular fields YES

Workflows and integrations - via handlers for ConfiForms events (ConfiForms IFTTT rules) YES

More than  field types to choose from70+ YES

Data filtering, aggregation and formulas YES

Custom views over the stored data (filtered and sorted subsets when necessary) in a TableView, ListView, CalendarVew, 
CardView, etc

YES

Truly dynamic forms with  (showing and hiding the fields based on other fields values/selection, setting default conditional fields
values)

YES

Custom validation rules (per field, or per submission) YES

Connections to your  to load and re-use the data you already have and use it as choices for ConfiForms fieldsexternal databases YES

Safe and secure with fine grained permissions (each form field could be secured, allowing you to define view/edit permissions 
per field for each user/user group)

YES

Trusted by over 1200 companies worldwide YES

Master/Detail forms and relations between forms YES

Uses Confluence editor for design and configuration YES

Top selling and top rated forms plugin for Confluence YES

Atlassian  vendorVerified YES

Customer driven development and constantly improving. Just tell us what is missing and we Yes, we listen to our customers! 
will find a solution for you. Click the button below and register your request!

YES

Export/Import APIs, including REST API for programmatic integrations YES

Ready for integrations (including conditions)

send emails and notifications with data captured
create JIRA issues from Confluence
use ConfiForms as a page template engine
creating Confluence Calendar events
even custom systems are supported (calling Javascript/requesting external service)
anything what is configured through Confluence Application Links
connections to your own databases

YES

Register your feature request or contact to get support

Anything is missing? Tell us! Send an email to vertuna(at)vertuna.com

(Vertuna LLC is the authors of ConfiForms plugin)
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